Eligibility: Tenure-track associate professors with at least three years in rank and professors are eligible. The nominee must have been on faculty for at least three years prior to nomination.

Nomination: Any tenured Associate or Professor can nominate any eligible faculty member with the unit Heads endorsement of the nomination. Each unit can only nominate one individual. The nomination consists of:

- Cover page below, a nomination letter
- At least four to ten publications (unless a book)
- Vita not more than ten pages
- Letter of support from one external reference (not in HHS, but can be from campus)
- A one or two paragraph description of the credentials of the external reviewer.

Criteria: The college of Health and Human Sciences is recognizing research that demonstrates clear scientific/scholarly contributions as a result of work done while a Purdue faculty member. The operational definition of scientific/scholarly contribution should be broad. Application of research, patents that improve society, theory that impacts a field or society, etc. are all germane. Although it is expected that an individual will earn this award only once during their Purdue career, there might be an additional achievement that results in an individual earning this award a second time.

Deadlines: Nominations are due to the unit head by March 8. One nomination per unit is due electronically as one PDF through qualtrics at https://purdue.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_7220aljOvHbMov3 by March 22.

Evaluation: The Health and Human Sciences Research Advisory Council as well as at least one Distinguished Professor will review the applications.

Recognition: The college awardee will present at the college of Health and Human Sciences Fall Research Day, and will receive a monetary award of $1,000.
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NOMINATION COVER PAGE

Name of Nominee: ________________________________

Unit or School: ________________________________

Current Rank: ________________________________

Years in Current Rank: ________

First Year at Purdue: ________

Name of Nominator: ________________________________

Unit Head Endorsement: ________________________________  Date ____________